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Abstract 
 
Eukaryotic DNA replication must occur exactly once per cell cycle to maintain cell ploidy. This 

outcome is ensured by temporally separating replicative helicase loading (G1 phase) and 

activation (S phase). In budding yeast, helicase loading is prevented outside of G1 by cyclin-

dependent kinase (CDK) phosphorylation of three helicase-loading proteins: Cdc6, the Mcm2-7 

helicase, and the origin recognition complex (ORC). CDK inhibition of Cdc6 and Mcm2-7 are 

well understood. Here we use single-molecule assays for multiple events during origin licensing 

to determine how CDK phosphorylation of ORC suppresses helicase loading. We find that 

phosphorylated ORC recruits a first Mcm2-7 to origins but prevents second Mcm2-7 

recruitment. Phosphorylation of the Orc6, but not of the Orc2 subunit, increases the fraction of 

first Mcm2-7 recruitment events that are unsuccessful due to the rapid and simultaneous 

release of the helicase and its associated Cdt1 helicase-loading protein. Real-time monitoring of 

first Mcm2-7 ring closing reveals that either Orc2 or Orc6 phosphorylation prevents Mcm2-7 

from stably encircling origin DNA. Consequently, we assessed formation of the MO complex, an 

intermediate that requires the closed-ring form of Mcm2-7. We found that ORC phosphorylation 

fully inhibits MO-complex formation and provide evidence that this event is required for stable 

closing of the first Mcm2-7. Our studies show that multiple steps of helicase loading are 

impacted by ORC phosphorylation and reveal that closing of the first Mcm2-7 ring is a two-step 

process started by Cdt1 release and completed by MO-complex formation.  

 
Significance Statement 
 
Each time a eukaryotic cell divides (by mitosis) it must duplicate its chromosomal DNA exactly 

once to ensure that one full copy is passed to each resulting cell. Both under-replication or over-

replication result in genome instability and disease or cell death. A key mechanism to prevent 

over-replication is the temporal separation of loading of the replicative DNA helicase at origins 

of replication and activation of these same helicases during the cell division cycle. Here we 

define the mechanism by which phosphorylation of the primary DNA binding protein involved in 

these events inhibits helicase loading. Our studies identify multiple steps of inhibition and 

provide new insights into the mechanism of helicase loading in the uninhibited condition.  
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Introduction 
 
Eukaryotic cells have evolved mechanisms to ensure that exactly one complete copy of their 

genome is created during each mitotic cell cycle (reviewed in (Arias and Walter, 2007)). There is 

a strong selective advantage to this precise control: either under-replicating or over-replicating 

the genome has deleterious consequences including cell death, genome instability, and cancer 

and developmental abnormalities in animals (reviewed in (Gaillard et al., 2015)). To ensure 

complete replication, each eukaryotic chromosome initiates replication from many origins of 

replication, which are present in excess across each chromosome (Prioleau and MacAlpine, 

2016). This abundance of origins facilitates complete DNA replication, but also presents a 

challenge to the cell: ensuring that none of the many origins initiate replication more than once 

during a cell cycle.   

Eukaryotic cells prevent origins from repeated initiation during a cell cycle by temporally 

separating two key replication events: helicase loading and helicase activation (Siddiqui et al., 

2013). Helicase loading (also known as origin licensing or pre-RC formation) is restricted to the 

G1 phase of the cell cycle and defines all potential origins of replication (Bell and Labib, 2016). 

Activation of the loaded helicases only occurs during S phase (Tanaka et al., 2007; Zegerman 

and Diffley, 2007). Importantly, once the cell enters S phase and throughout G2 and M phases, 

helicase loading is actively inhibited.  

Four proteins work together to load helicases at origins of replication: the origin recognition 

complex (ORC), Cdc6, Cdt1, and the core engine of the replicative DNA helicase, the Mcm2-7 

complex (reviewed in (Bell and Labib, 2016; Stillman, 2022). ORC recognizes origin DNA and 

recruits Cdc6 to complete a protein ring encircling the DNA (Fig. 1A, step 1, Feng et al., 2021; 

Schmidt et al., 2022). The ORC-Cdc6-DNA complex recruits and binds to the C-terminal face of 

the ring-shaped Mcm2-7 complex bound to Cdt1 to form the ORC-Cdc6-Cdt1-Mcm2-7 (OCCM) 

intermediate (Fig. 1A step 2, Randell et al., 2006; Yuan et al., 2017). The Mcm2-7 ring is 

recruited to the DNA in an open state, with a gap between the Mcm2 and Mcm5 subunits (the 

Mcm2-5 gate, (Bochman and Schwacha, 2008; Samel et al., 2014) that allows DNA access to 

its central channel. Shortly after OCCM formation, Cdc6 and then Cdt1 depart in an ordered 

manner (Fig. 1A, steps 3-4; Ticau et al., 2015). Closing of the first Mcm2-7 ring occurs 

concomitant with Cdt1 departure and requires Mcm2-7 ATP hydrolysis (Ticau et al., 2017). After 

the first Mcm2-7 is loaded, ORC can “flip” relative to the initial DNA binding site and first-

Mcm2-7/DNA complex (Gupta et al., 2021) and a new interaction is established between ORC 
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and Mcm2-7 in which ORC binds to the opposite, N-terminal face of the first Mcm2-7 complex 

and to an inverted DNA binding site (Fig. 1A, step 5; the “MO complex”; Miller et al., 2019). 

Cdc6 and a second Mcm2-7/Cdt1 are recruited to the MO complex in the opposite orientation to 

the first (Fig. 1A, steps 6-7). The second Mcm2-7 rapidly forms interactions with the first 

Mcm2-7 via their N-terminal domains and MO interactions are lost (Fig. 1A step 8, Gupta et al., 

2021; Miller et al., 2019; Ticau et al., 2015). Sequential release of Cdc6 followed by Cdt1 and 

ORC results in closing of the second Mcm2-7 and the formation of a tightly interacting head-to-

head dimer of two Mcm2-7 complexes that encircle double-stranded DNA (Fig. 1A, steps 9-10; 

Evrin et al., 2009; Remus et al., 2009; Ticau et al., 2017). 

In the budding yeast S. cerevisiae, helicase loading occurs at specific DNA sequences and is 

inhibited outside of G1 by cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) activity. Budding yeast origins of 

replication include one strong (ACS) and at least one oppositely-oriented and weaker DNA-

binding sites (B2) for ORC (Coster and Diffley, 2017; Marahrens and Stillman, 1992; Wilmes 

and Bell, 2002). CDK independently inhibits helicase loading by phosphorylating three of the 

four helicase-loading proteins: Mcm2-7, Cdc6, and ORC. CDK phosphorylation of Mcm2-7 

induces the nuclear export of Mcm2-7 (and any associated Cdt1) molecules that have not been 

loaded onto origin DNA during G1 (Labib et al., 1999; Liku et al., 2005; Nguyen et al., 2000). 

Cdc6 phosphorylation leads to its ubiquitin-modification and degradation (Drury et al., 2000, 

1997; Elsasser et al., 1999). In contrast to Mcm2-7 and Cdc6, phosphorylated ORC remains in 

the nucleus bound to origins of replication throughout the cell cycle (Aparicio et al., 1997). 

These findings suggest that ORC phosphorylation intrinsically inhibits one or more event(s) 

during helicase loading. This conclusion is supported by in vitro helicase-loading assays that 

show that CDK phosphorylation of ORC, but not Cdc6 or Mcm2-7, inhibits this event (Chen and 

Bell, 2011; Frigola et al., 2013; Phizicky et al., 2018). 

Ensemble biochemical assays narrow down which steps of helicase loading could be impacted 

by ORC phosphorylation: phosphorylated ORC is capable of binding origin DNA and recruiting 

all the other helicase-loading proteins but fails to form the Mcm2-7 double hexamer (Frigola et 

al., 2013). Single-molecule assays for helicase-loading enable individual observation of many 

additional steps relative to ensemble assays. These include initial recruitment of the first and 

second Mcm2-7/Cdt1 complexes, sequential release of Cdc6 and Cdt1 after each Mcm2-7 

recruitment, MO complex formation, and Mcm2-7 ring closure around DNA (Gupta et al., 2021; 

Ticau et al., 2017, 2015).  
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To understand how ORC phosphorylation inhibits helicase loading, we performed single-

molecule helicase-loading assays containing either phosphorylated or unphosphorylated ORC. 

These studies demonstrate that multiple steps of helicase loading are impacted by ORC 

phosphorylation, the most important of which is the prevention of MO complex formation, an 

event that we demonstrate is required to form a stably-bound closed-ring state of the first 

Mcm2-7 complex.  
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Results 
 
Single-molecule experiments verify that ORC phosphorylation inhibits helicase loading. 

We used established single-molecule (SM) assays to observe intermediates in helicase loading 

in the presence of phosphorylated ORC (phosORC) or unphosphorylated ORC (unphosORC) 

(Ticau et al., 2015).  Phosphorylated ORC was prepared by incubating Clb5-Cdk1 (hearfter, 

CDK) and ATP with ORC. Phosphorylation was terminated by adding the B-type-CDK-inhibitor 

Sic1 (Schwob et al., 1994), preventing CDK action during subsequent helicase-loading events. 

We labeled different pairs of helicase-loading proteins to evaluate distinct steps in the helicase-

loading pathway. Importantly, all the fluorescently-labeled proteins used have been shown to be 

functional in previous ensemble and single-molecule (SM) helicase-loading assays (Gupta et 

al., 2021; Ticau et al., 2017, 2015). AlexaFluor-488 end-labeled DNA containing the ARS1 origin 

of replication was used for Colocalization Single Molecule Spectroscopy (CoSMoS; Friedman et 

al., 2006; Hoskins et al., 2011) to evaluate interactions between origin DNA and the helicase-

loading proteins. 

To confirm that phosphorylated ORC is unable to load helicases in the SM setting, we used 

Mcm2-7 fluorescently labeled at the N-terminus of Mcm4 (Mcm2-74SNAPJF646) to visualize 

Mcm2-7 DNA-binding events. To select for loaded Mcm2-7 molecules, at the end of each 

reaction we performed a high-salt wash that releases helicase-loading intermediates from DNA 

but retains loaded Mcm2-7 proteins (Fig. 1B, Donovan et al., 1997; Randell et al., 2006; Ticau et 

al., 2015). Consistent with previous ensemble assays (Chen and Bell, 2011; Frigola et al., 2013; 

Phizicky et al., 2018), SM helicase-loading assays with phosORC showed no high-salt-resistant 

Mcm2-7-DNA association (Fig. 1C and 1D).  
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Figure 1: ORC phosphorylation inhibits the formation of salt-stable Mcm2-7 complexes 
on DNA in single-molecule experiments.  

A. Model of the events of the helicase loading. See text for description. First Mcm2-7 complexes 
are shown as gray and second Mcm2-7 complexes are shown as yellow. Dark orange region on 
DNA represents the initial high-affinity ORC binding site (ACS), the yellow region of DNA 
represents a 2nd inverted, weaker ORC binding site (B2).  

B. Schematic of experiment. Fluorescent-dye-labeled (red) Cdt1-Mcm2-74SNAPJF646, ORC, and 
Cdc6 were incubated in a chamber with surface-tethered, fluorescent dye-labeled (blue) 
DNAAF488 containing ARS1 (red DNA). 20-minute reactions were followed by a high-salt wash to 
remove intermediates. Protein and DNA fluorescence at the slide surface was monitored using 
TIRF microscopy.  

C. Representative micrograph segments showing Mcm2-74SNAPJF646 fluorescence colocalized 
with sites of individual DNA molecules (cyan boxes) after a high-salt wash for reactions 
including either unphosORC (left) or phosORC (right).  
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D. Percent (± SEM) of DNA molecules associated with fluorescent Mcm2-7 after a high-salt 
wash. 
 

ORC phosphorylation slows OCCM formation  

We next asked whether ORC phosphorylation alters the rate of initial recruitment of the 

Mcm2-7/Cdt1 complex on the pathway to form the OCCM. Previous ensemble assays showed 

both unphosORC and phosORC facilitated OCCM formation in the presence of ATPγS (Frigola 

et al. 2013). However, since ATPγS traps helicase loading at the OCCM step, these end-point 

studies may not have detected changes to the rate of OCCM formation. Using the SM helicase-

loading assay, we asked if phosORC supported OCCM formation in the presence of ATP and, if 

so, whether the kinetics of this event were altered.  

To measure the rate of OCCM formation, we determined the time from the start of the reaction 

to the first Mcm2-7 association with each DNA molecule (Fig. 2A, Friedman and Gelles, 2015). 

Because the first Mcm2-7-Cdt1 complex is recruited to DNA only after ORC and Cdc6 have 

bound, stable first Mcm2-7 recruitment is equivalent to OCCM formation (Fig 1A, step 2; 

Aparicio et al., 1997; Remus et al., 2009; Seki and Diffley, 2000; Ticau et al., 2015). ORC 

phosphorylation resulted in a 59% reduction in the rate of first Mcm2-7-Cdt1 recruitment (ka= 

0.0047 ± 0.0003 s−1 with unphosORC  vs. ka = 0.0020 ± 0.0002 s−1 with phosORC; Figure 2B, 

Supp. Table 1). Thus, in the presence of ATP, ORC phosphorylation does not completely 

prevent OCCM formation but does significantly reduce its rate. This change may contribute to, 

but cannot by itself explain, the complete loss of helicase loading observed in Fig. 1.  
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Figure 2: Phosphorylated ORC reduces the rate of OCCM formation 
 
A. Example fluorescence records showing Mcm2-74SNAPJF646 associating with single DNA 
molecules in experiments using either unphosORC (top) or phosORC (bottom), taken from the 
experiments in Fig. 1. Red color denotes times during which Mcm2-74SNAPJF646 colocalizes with 
the DNA; grey denotes times with no Mcm2-74SNAPJF646 colocalization. Dotted lines indicate the 
measured time interval before the first Mcm2-7 bound to each DNA molecule.   

B. Determining rates of Mcm2-7 association. Cumulative fraction of DNA molecules that have 
associated with at least one Mcm2-7 in the presence of unphosORC (blue) or phosORC (red) is 
plotted as a function of time after the start of the experiment. Data from control non-DNA 
locations on the slide surface from the same experiments (unphosORC, black; phosORC, gray) 
are also shown. Yellow lines show fits of the data to an exponential model (see Methods) 
yielding the fit parameters shown in Supp. Table 1. Orange (unphosORC) and Cyan (phosORC) 
lines show the exponential fit of background binding to non-DNA sites.  

 

ORC phosphorylation inhibits recruitment of the second Mcm2-7  

We next examined the impact of ORC phosphorylation on recruitment of second Mcm2-7 

complexes. As in previous studies (Gupta et al., 2021; Ticau et al., 2017, 2015), with 

unphosORC we frequently observe sequential long-lived associations of two Mcm2-7 

complexes (Fig. 3A, corresponding to Fig. 1A, steps 2 and 7). In contrast, when ORC was 

phosphorylated, although we observed frequent long-lived first Mcm2-7 association with DNA, 

we did not observe stable second Mcm2-7 binding (Fig. 3B). Quantitatively, ORC 

phosphorylation reduced the fraction of DNAs with long-lived (> 15 s) 1st Mcm2-7 associations 

approximately two-fold, most likely due to reduced OCCM formation (Fig. 3B). More importantly, 

phosphorylation entirely abolished long-lived 2nd Mcm2-7 associations (Fig. 3C). Although we 

did observe occasional short-lived (< 15 s) 2nd Mcm2-7 associations when ORC was 
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phosphorylated, even these were rare (5/204 1st Mcm2-7 events). Together, these findings 

show that ORC phosphorylation inhibits double-hexamer formation at a step between 

recruitment of the first and second Mcm2-7 complexes.   

 

Figure 3: ORC phosphorylation reduces 1st Mcm2-7-DNA associations and abolishes 
stable recruitment of 2nd Mcm2-7 complexes.  

A. Representative record of Mcm2-74SNAPJF646 associations with an individual DNA molecule in 
the presence of unphosORC (experiment same as in Fig. 1), plotted as in Fig. 2A. Additional 
example records are shown in Supp. Fig. 1A.  

B. Representative record of Mcm2-74SNAPJF646 associations with an individual DNA molecule in 
the presence of phosORC. Two single (1st) Mcm2-7 association events were observed. 
Additional example records are shown in Supp. Fig. 1B. 

C. Percentage (± SEM) of DNA molecules exhibiting long-lived (i.e., >15s) 1st Mcm2-7 and 2nd 
Mcm2-7 binding to individual DNA molecules. A 2nd Mcm2-7 binding event is defined as a 
second Mcm2-7 binding while the first Mcm2-7 is still present. Only such overlapping long-lived 
associations have the potential to form loaded Mcm2-7 double-hexamers (Ticau et al., 2017, 
2015). DNA molecules that had multiple events, (i.e., as in B) were counted once using the 
longest event. 
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Together, our initial findings identify a key segment of the helicase-loading pathway that is fully 

inhibited by ORC phosphorylation. Although ORC phosphorylation results in delays in OCCM 

formation, it does not prevent it (Fig. 2), consistent with previous ensemble ATPγS experiments 

showing that OCCM formation still occurs when ORC is phosphorylated (Chen and Bell, 2011; 

Frigola et al., 2013; Phizicky et al., 2018). The absence of long-lived 2nd Mcm2-7 associations in 

the presence of phosORC (Fig. 3) indicates that phosphorylation inhibits helicase loading prior 

to or at the step of second Mcm2-7 recruitment. To further elucidate the events altered by ORC 

phosphorylation, we focused our subsequent experiments on the events after recruitment of the 

1st Mcm2-7 and up to the arrival of the 2nd Mcm2-7 (Fig. 1A, steps 3-7). 

ORC phosphorylation inhibits second Cdc6 recruitment    

The next step in helicase loading after OCCM formation is release of Cdc6 (Fig. 1A, step 3 

(Ticau et al., 2015). To address whether Cdc6 release is altered by ORC phosphorylation, we 

performed the SM helicase-loading assay using fluorescently-labeled Cdc6SORT549 and 

Mcm2-74SNAPDY649-Cdt1 and unlabeled unphosORC or phosORC (Fig. 4A). We used arrival of 

the first Mcm2-7 with DNA to mark the time of OCCM formation and measured how long Cdc6 

was retained after this event (Fig. 4B, Supp. Fig. 2A, B). Both unphosORC and phosORC 

yielded similar distributions of Cdc6 dwell times after first Mcm2-7 arrival (Fig. 4C). However, in 

the presence of phosORC we never observed recruitment of a second Cdc6 while the first 

Mcm2-7 remained on DNA (0/64). In contrast, a second Cdc6 is consistently observed before 

recruitment of a second Mcm2-7 when ORC is unphosphorylated (38/42, Fig4B, the four 2nd 

Mcm2-7 events that are not preceded by a 2nd Cdc6 are consistent with incomplete fluorescent 

labeling of Cdc6). We conclude that ORC phosphorylation does not alter the rate of Cdc6 

dissociation from the OCCM but prevents a later step involved in or required for recruitment of a 

second Cdc6.  
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Figure 4: Cdc6 departure from the OCCM is not affected by ORC phosphorylation.  

A. Schematic of Cdc6 release experiment, illustrated as in Fig. 1B.  

B. Representative traces of labeled Mcm2-74SNAPDY649 (red) and Cdc6SORT549 (green) binding to 
one DNA molecule in the presence of unlabeled unphosORC (top) or phosORC (bottom) and 
plotted as in Fig. 2A. The vertical dashed lines represent the beginning (Mcm2-7 arrival) and 
end (Cdc6 release) of the dwell interval of Cdc6 following the time of first Mcm2-7 association 
as plotted in Fig. 4C (this interval represents the duration of the OCCM).  
Additional examples are shown in Supp. Fig. 2. 

C. The fraction of DNAs that retain Cdc6 following first Mcm2-7 association (i.e., after OCCM 
formation) vs time in reactions with unphosORC (blue) and phosORC (red) plotted as 
cumulative survival functions. Shaded areas represent the 95% confidence intervals for each 
curve.  
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ORC phosphorylation increases non-productive Cdt1 dissociation 

During successful helicase loading, Cdc6 release is followed by release of Cdt1 and Mcm2-7 

ring closure (Fig. 1A, steps 3 and 4).  Events in which Mcm2-7 is retained on the DNA after Cdt1 

release (“Cdt1-only release” events, Fig. 5A, right; Ticau et al., 2017, 2015) are on pathway to 

productive double-hexamer formation. In addition to these potentially productive events, 

previous studies observed an alternative, non-productive pathway after initial Cdt1-Mcm2-7 

association: simultaneous release of the recruited Cdt1-Mcm2-7 complex (“simultaneous Cdt1-

Mcm2-7 release”, Fig. 5A, left, Ticau et al., 2015). When Cdt1-Mcm2-7 dissociate 

simultaneously, Mcm2-7 has a characteristically shorter dwell time than when Cdt1 dissociates 

independently from Mcm2-7 (Ticau et al., 2015).  

To determine whether ORC phosphorylation impacts the choice of Cdt1-release pathways, we 

performed the SM helicase loading assay with fluorescently-labeled Cdt1SORT549 and 

Mcm2-74SNAPJF646 (Fig. 5A). Regardless of ORC phosphorylation, we observed both 

simultaneous (Fig. 5B, Supp. Fig. 3A and 3B) and Cdt1-only (Fig. 5C, Supp. Fig. 3C and 3D) 

release events. However, ORC phosphorylation changed the fraction of OCCM complexes that 

were resolved by the Cdt1-only release pathway. In the absence of ORC phosphorylation 47 ± 

5% OCCM complexes proceeded through the Cdt1-only release pathway, but when ORC was 

phosphorylated only 15 ± 4% of OCCMs followed this pathway (Fig. 5D; first and second bars). 

Although ORC phosphorylation decreases the percentage of Cdt1-only release events, the 

kinetics of the two release pathways are not significantly changed (Supp. Fig. 3E and 3F). 

Together, these data indicate that, in addition to reducing the rate of OCCM formation (Fig. 2), 

phosORC inhibits helicase loading by increasing the proportion of OCCM complexes that 

undergo simultaneous Mcm2-7-Cdt1 release and are, therefore, non-productive. 

Because two ORC subunits, Orc2 and Orc6, are phosphorylated by CDK and both contribute to 

the prevention of helicase loading (Chen and Bell, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2001), we asked 

whether phosphorylation of one or both subunits decreased use of the potentially productive 

Cdt1-only release pathway. To this end, we prepared ORC constructs incorporating mutations 

that eliminate CDK phosphorylation of the mutated subunits (Supp. Fig. 3G, Nguyen et al 2001) 

and used the mutant constructs in the Cdt1-release assay (Fig. 5D). Phosphorylation of Orc6 

alone (6-phosORC) showed use of the Cdt1-only release pathway (27 ± 4%) that was between 

unphosphorylated and fully phosphorylated ORC (47 ± 5% and 15 ± 4%, respectively). In 

contrast, phosphorylation of only Orc2 (2-phosORC) was indistinguishable from unphosORC 
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(Fig. 5D). Importantly, when both Orc2 and Orc6 CDK phosphorylation sites were eliminated 

(no-phosORC), CDK treatment caused no change in pathway choice, indicating that there are 

no other CDK phosphorylation sites that independently affect Cdt1-release pathway selection 

(Fig. 5D; compare no-phosORC with unphosORC). When not treated with CDK, all three of the 

ORC phospho-site mutants showed rates of productive pathway use similar to WT 

unphosphorylated ORC (Supp. Fig. 3H). Thus, these mutations affect ORC function only by 

preventing phosphorylation. 

In addition to its effect on pathway choice, ORC phosphorylation also strongly reduces the dwell 

times of Mcm2-7 molecules retained after Cdt1 release. Reactions with unphosORC resulted in 

Mcm2-7 complexes remaining on the DNA for long durations after Cdt1 release (Fig. 5E; 

median (𝑡Mcm2−7
release − 𝑡Cdt1

release) = 584 s). This median value may underestimate the actual dwell 

times of these Mcm2-7 complexes because 49% ± 7% (94/191) of the measured dwell times 

were artificially censored by the end of the experiment. In contrast, when ORC is 

phosphorylated, the Mcm2-7 complexes remaining on DNA after Cdt1 release have much 

shorter dwell times (Fig. 5E; median (𝑡Mcm2−7
release − 𝑡Cdt1

release) = 92 s) with only rare (5/209) censored 

events.  
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Figure 5: ORC phosphorylation increases the fraction of non-productive Mcm2-7-Cdt1 
recruitment events.  

A. Schematic of experiment to monitor the two Cdt1 dissociation pathways. Left: Cdt1 and the 
associated Mcm2-7 release from the DNA simultaneously (non-productive). Right: Cdt1 
releases from the DNA prior to Mcm2-7 (potentially productive).  

B. Example fluorescence records showing non-productive Mcm2-74SORTJF646 (red) and 
Cdt1SORTDY549 (green) simultaneous dissociation (dashed lines) from a single DNA (left pathway 
in A).  Experiments used unphosORC (top) or phosORC (bottom). Colored intervals indicate 
presence of fluorescent protein colocalized with DNA. Additional examples are shown in Supp. 
Fig. 3A and B.   

C. Example fluorescence records showing potentially productive Mcm2-74SORTJF646 (red) and 
Cdt1SORT549 (green) in which Cdt1 dissociates from DNA before the corresponding first Mcm2-7 
(dashed lines; right pathway in A). Experiments used unphosORC (top) or phosORC (bottom). 
Additional examples are shown in Supp. Fig. 3C and D).  

D. The percentage (± SEM) of first Cdt1 dissociation events that followed the productive 
pathway (Cdt1 release without Mcm2-7 release) is shown for wild-type ORC without CDK 
treatment (blue), or CDK-treated (red) wild-type ORC or mutant ORC constructs. Mutants allow 
phosphorylation of Orc6 alone (6-phosORC), Orc2 alone (2-phosORC), or neither subunit (no-
phosORC). The impact of each mutant on phosphorylation was confirmed (Supp. Fig. 3G). Only 
first Mcm2-7 data is included in this analysis.  

E. The fraction of 1st Mcm2-7 molecules that remain on DNA (as defined in Fig. 3A and 3B) after 
Cdt1 dissociation in experiments with unphosORC (blue) and phosORC (red) are plotted as 
cumulative survival functions. Shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals.  

 

ORC phosphorylation inhibits stable 1st Mcm2-7 ring closing.  

Previous studies connected Cdt1 release to stable Mcm2-7 ring-closing (Fig. 1A, step 4) and to 

long-lived association of Mcm2-7 with the DNA (Ticau et al., 2017). Our finding that Mcm2-7 

was less stably DNA-bound after Cdt1 release in experiments with phosORC (Fig. 5E) suggests 

that ORC phosphorylation decouples Cdt1 release from stable Mcm2-7 ring-closing. To 

investigate this possibility, we monitored closing of the Mcm2-5 gate using an Mcm2-7 complex 

modified with FRET donor and acceptor fluorophores on the Mcm2 and Mcm5 subunits, 

respectively (Figure 6A). This Mcm2-7 labeling scheme detects the open (low-FRET) and 

closed (high-FRET) states of the Mcm2-5 gate (Ticau et al., 2017). As previously observed 

(Ticau et al., 2017), individual DNA molecules in reactions containing unphosORC show 

effective FRET efficiency (EFRET) transitioning from the open (EFRET < 0.30) to closed (EFRET > 

0.30) state 25-45 seconds after first Mcm2-7 arrival (Fig. 6B,C and Supp. Fig. 4A). Importantly, 
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once the Mcm2-7 ring closes in the presence of unphosORC it predominantly remains in that 

state (Fig. 6C). 

ORC phosphorylation results in a clear defect in Mcm2-5 gate closing. Fluorescence traces from 

individual DNA molecules show that less than half (62/171, 36%) of the Mcm2-7 complexes 

recruited by phosORC achieve the closed-ring, high-EFRET state (exhibited a minimum of two 

consecutive time points with EFRET > 0.3). In contrast, with unphosORC 70% (112/160) of the 1st 

Mcm2-7 molecules reach this state. Unlike the situation with unphosORC, 1st Mcm2-7s recruited 

by phosORC that reach the high-EFRET do not remain stably bound to DNA in this state. Instead, 

we see that Mcm2-7 durations in the closed-ring state with phosORC are short-lived (median = 

17s) and either return to the open-ring, low-EFRET state or are released from the DNA directly 

(presumably with a brief return to the open state to allow DNA to exit that is too short to detect). 

Analysis of aggregated EFRET data from many 1st Mcm2-7 molecules recruited by either 

phosORC or unphosORC further illustrates their different fates. In contrast to the predominant 

transition of the Mcm2-7s from the open to the closed state observed with unphosORC, when 

ORC is phosphorylated Mcm2-7s largely remain in the open state (Fig. 6, compare C and E; 

Supp. Fig. 5A and B). Consistent with a lack of a stably closed state, when ORC is 

phosphorylated, we observe a comparatively rapid loss of recruited Mcm2-7s (Fig. 6E, lower 

panel). In contrast, relatively fewer Mcm2-7 molecules are released after the transition to the 

high-EFRET state in unphosORC reactions (Fig. 6C, lower panel). Together, these data show that 

Mcm2-7 recruited by phosORC is not prevented from attaining the closed-ring state but, once 

attained, that state is unstable resulting in the more rapid release of these molecules from the 

DNA.  

To assess whether the same two EFRET states were accessed by Mcm2-7 regardless of ORC 

phosphorylation state, we plotted the Mcm2-7 EFRET values for various time windows (0-15, 15-

50, and 50-100 s after Mcm2-7 arrival) for experiments with unphosORC and phosORC (Supp 

Fig. 5).  Although the fraction of molecules in the low- and high-EFRET states were not the same 

for phosORC and unphosORC, the positions of the two main EFRET peaks was similar across all 

of the experiments. To assess the similarity more rigorously, we independently fit each of the six 

EFRET distributions to a two-component Gaussian mixture model (Supp. Fig. 5A and 5B). All 

distributions fit to the same two-state model with similar values for the EFRET center positions of 

the two states (~0.20 and ~0.37, Supp. Fig. 5C and 5D). This analysis is consistent with the 

idea that Mcm2-7 moves between similar open and closed states whether or not ORC was 

phosphorylated.  
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As with the effects of phosphorylation of individual ORC subunits on the two Cdt1-release 

pathways, we asked whether phosphorylation of Orc2 or Orc6 caused the ring-closing defect. 

We found that phosphorylation of either Orc2 or Orc6 strongly inhibits stable Mcm2-7 ring 

closing (Supp. Fig. 6A and 6B). Consistent with this single-molecule data, we also found either 

Orc2 or Orc6 phosphorylation was sufficient to inhibit helicase loading in ensemble helicase-

loading assays (Supp. Fig. 6C). Thus, unlike the choice of Cdt1-release pathway which is 

specific to Orc6 phosphorylation, either Orc2 or Orc6 phosphorylation inhibits stable Mcm2-7 

ring closing.  

 

 

Figure 6. ORC phosphorylation prevents helicase ring-closing.  

A. Schematic of the Mcm2-5 ring-closing FRET assay. Mcm2-725FRET is shown in the open and 
closed-ring states. Mcm2 and Mcm5 were labeled with acceptor (A; red circles) and donor (D; 
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green circles) fluorophores, respectively. Mcm2-Mcm5 ring-closure increases the proximity of 
the fluorophores and the FRET efficiency (EFRET). 

B. Example record of Mcm2-725FRET association with a single DNA molecule in the presence of 

unphosORC. Panels: Acceptor-excited acceptor emission (i, red, Aex, Aem ), donor-excited donor 

emission (ii, green, Dex, Dem), donor-excited total emission (iii, black, Dex, (Aem + Dem)) and calculated 

effective FRET efficiency (EFRET) (iv, purple, Dex, [Aem / (Aem + Dem)] ). AU, arbitrary units. A red line 

is drawn at EFRET = 0.30, a threshold EFRET value above which molecules are considered to be in 
the closed state, and below which Mcm2-7 molecules are considered to be in the open state. 
EFRET is shown only during intervals when fluorescence from both labeled subunits was present, 
or until a 2nd Mcm2-7 arrived (marked with arrowhead). Additional example records are shown in 
Supp. Fig. 4A. 

C. Heat map of EFRET values vs. time after first Mcm2-725FRET binding for N = 160 DNA-bound 1st 
Mcm2-7 molecules in a reaction using unphosORC (top). The plot is a two-dimensional 
Gaussian kernel histogram with bandwidths 5 s and 0.05 on the time and EFRET axes, 
respectively, with probability densities at each time normalized independently. Only data with 
fluorescence from an individual double-labeled Mcm2-7 complex were included; the fraction of 
such complexes remaining at each time point is plotted (bottom).  

D. Example record of Mcm2-725FRET association with a single DNA molecule in the presence of 
phosORC. Panels are as described in (B). 1st Mcm2-7 release events are marked with arrow. 
Additional traces are shown in Supp. Fig. 4B.   

E. Heat map of EFRET values vs. time after first Mcm2-725FRET binding for N = 160 DNA-bound 1st 
Mcm2-7 molecules in a reaction using unphosORC (top) (N=171). The fraction of Mcm2-725FRET 
complexes remaining at each time point is plotted (bottom). Plotted as described in (C). 

 

Phosphorylated ORC fails to form the MO intermediate.  

 After the first Cdt1 dissociates, ORC releases its initial interaction with the C-terminal domains 

of the 1st Mcm2-7 and binds the N-terminal domains of Mcm2-7 to form the MO complex (Fig. 

1A, steps 4-5, (Gupta et al., 2021; Miller et al., 2019). This interface primarily involves 

interactions between Orc6 and the N-terminal regions of the Mcm2 and Mcm5 subunits in the 

closed-gate conformation. Consistent with the MO complex being associated with the closed-

ring state, Mcm2-7 complexes that form this intermediate have much longer half-lives on the 

DNA than Mcm2-7 which fail to form the MO (Gupta et al. 2021).  

Given the absence of stable Mcm2-5 ring-closing when ORC is phosphorylated, and the 

observation that the resolved MO structure involves the closed Mcm2-5 gate (Miller et al., 

2019), we asked if ORC phosphorylation inhibited MO complex formation. To assay MO 

complex formation in a single-molecule assay, we measured FRET from ORC modified at the 

C-terminus of Orc6 with a green-excited donor fluorophore (ORC6C-DY549) to Mcm2-7 modified at 
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the N-terminus of Mcm3 with a red-excited acceptor fluorophore (Mcm2-73N-650, Fig. 7A). These 

modified proteins have previously been shown to exhibit FRET upon MO complex formation 

(Gupta et al., 2021). When ORC was unphosphorylated, 21 ± 3% (46/223) of 1st Mcm2-7 

landings showed the high-EFRET state (>0.5) associated with MO-complex formation (Fig. 7B and 

7D, Supp. Fig. 5A). In contrast, when ORC was phosphorylated none (0/162) of Mcm2-7 binding 

events exhibited the high-EFRET state (Fig. 7C and 7D, Supp. Fig. 7B). As with ring closing, 

phosphorylation of either Orc2 or Orc6 strongly inhibited MO-complex formation, although Orc2 

did not show complete inhibition (Fig. 7D).  

If formation of the MO complex is required for stable Mcm2-7 ring closing, then other mutants 

that inhibit MO formation should have the same impact on ring closing as ORC phosphorylation. 

To test this hypothesis, we incorporated an ORC with a mutation that removed the N-terminal 

119 amino acids of Orc6 (ORC6N-Δ119) into the Mcm2-7 ring-closing assay. Prior studies showed 

that this deleting this region of Orc6 inhibits MO complex formation (Gupta et al., 2021; Miller et 

al., 2019). Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that, unphosORC6N-Δ119 resulted in similar 

strong inhibition of stable Mcm2-7 ring closing (Fig. 7E) as we observe with phosORC (Fig. 6C, 

right). Based on our findings, we conclude that MO-complex formation is required for stable 

closing of the first Mcm2-7 ring.    
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Fig 7. ORC phosphorylation prevents MO formation which is required for ring closing. 

A. Schematic of experiment to monitor MO-complex formation by FRET. The C-terminus of 
Orc6 is labeled using a green donor fluorophore (ORC6C-549) and the N-terminus of Mcm3 is 
labeled using a red acceptor fluorophore (Mcm2-73N-650). When ORC and Mcm2-7 are in the OM 
state (e.g. in the OCCM), the dyes are far apart and EFRET is low. Upon MO complex formation, 
the donor and acceptor fluorophores are in close proximity and EFRET is high.  

B. Example record of a single-molecule helicase loading assay with Mcm2-73N-650 and 
unphosORC6C-549 with a single DNA molecule. Panels: Acceptor-excited acceptor emission (i, 

red, Aex, Aem ), donor-excited donor emission (ii, green, Dex, Dem), donor-excited total emission (iii, 

black, Dex, (Aem + Dem)) and calculated effective FRET efficiency (EFRET) (iv, purple, Dex, [Aem / 
(Aem + Dem)] , only shown when Mcm2-73N-650 and unphosORC6C-549 are both present). AU, 

arbitrary units. A dashed line is drawn at EFRET = 0.5, a threshold used to define low EFRET (EFRET 
< 0.5, OM) and high EFRET (EFRET ≥ 0.5, MO) states. This record is representative of the 46/223 
Mcm2-7 landings that showed MO EFRET with unphosORC. Additional example records are 
shown in Supp. Fig. 7A. 
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C. Same as (B), but with phosORC6C-549. Additional example records are shown in Supp. Fig. 
7B. 

D. The percentage (± SEM) of Mcm2-7-DNA landings that show MO-FRET (i.e., EFRET ≥ 0.5 for 
2+ frames) for wild-type ORC6C-549 without CDK treatment (blue), or CDK-treated (red) wild-type 
ORC6C-549 or mutant ORC constructs that cannot be phosphorylated on Orc2 (6-phosORC6C-549) 
or Orc6 (2-phosORC6C-549). 

E. Heat map of EFRET vs time in the ring-closing assay (as illustrated in Fig. 6A) for the 
unphosphorylated ORC6N-Δ119 mutant. Results plotted as in Fig. 6C (N=100).     

 

Discussion 

The studies presented here identify multiple steps of helicase loading that are impacted by ORC 

phosphorylation. When ORC is phosphorylated, OCCM formation (Fig. 1A, step 2) is not 

blocked, but it is slowed.  More significantly, ORC phosphorylation fully inhibits the helicase 

loading pathway between recruitment of the first and second Mcm2-7 complexes (Fig. 1A, steps 

3-7). During this interval, ORC phosphorylation increases the fraction of Mcm2-7/Cdt1 

recruitment events that terminate by the non-productive simultaneous release of Mcm2-7 and 

Cdt1 (Fig. 5A, left). Importantly, the phosORC-recruited Mcm2-7 complexes that remain DNA-

associated after Cdt1 release do not reach a stable closed-ring state or form the MO complex 

(Fig. 1A, steps 4 and 5), resulting in their release prior to second Mcm2-7 recruitment. Our 

observations have implications both for how ORC phosphorylation blocks helicase loading and 

for the mechanism of uninhibited loading.   

ORC phosphorylation prevents stable closing of the first Mcm2-7 ring by inhibiting MO 

formation.   

Our studies identify stable closing of the first Mcm2-7 ring around the origin DNA as the key 

failure point in helicase loading when ORC is phosphorylated (Figs. 6 and 7). Previous studies 

have shown that Mcm2-7 is held in the open state while Cdt1 is bound (Frigola et al., 2017; Sun 

et al., 2013; Ticau et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2017). In reactions with unphosORC, closing of the 

Mcm2-7 ring around DNA is kinetically similar to release of Cdt1 (Ticau et al. 2017). These data 

suggested that Cdt1 release is sufficient for stable Mcm2-7 ring closing. In contrast to this 

model, after Cdt1 dissociates from 1st Mcm2-7 during reactions using phosORC, retained 

Mcm2-7 rings never reach a stably-closed state. Instead, we observe that Mcm2-7 is either 

released before or shortly after reaching the closed state. In the latter case, we assume that 

during release the helicase passes through the open state but for too short a time for this to be 
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detected. This conclusion is supported both by examination of individual complexes (Fig. 6D 

and Supp. Fig. 4) and by population analysis showing representation of the open and closed 

FRET states ≥ 50s after Mcm2-7 arrival (Fig. 6E; Supp. Fig. 5B). Thus, in the presence of 

phosORC (and likely also unphosORC, as discussed below), Cdt1 release is not sufficient to 

achieve stable Mcm2-7 ring closing.   

Based on our findings, we propose that MO complex formation, which follows Cdt1 release, is 

required to stabilize the closed-ring state of the first Mcm2-7 complex (Fig. 8). Consistent with 

this hypothesis, structural studies show that Orc6 binds across the closed Mcm2-5 gate in the 

MO complex (Miller et al. 2019). Further, when MO complex formation is inhibited, either by 

ORC phosphorylation or deletion of the Orc6 N-terminal domain, stable closing of the Mcm2-5 

gate is not observed (Figs. 6 and 7E). Our hypothesis that MO complex formation is required for 

stable Mcm2-7 ring closing is also consistent with the previously determined kinetics of helicase 

loading: first, MO formation and Mcm2-7 ring closing occur with similar timing with unmodified 

ORC; and second, interfering with MO formation (with ORC6N-Δ119) reduces the dwell times of 

first Mcm2-7 complexes on the DNA (Gupta et. al., 2021). Finally, the lack of MO complex 

formation also explains the lack of second Cdc6 and Cdt1-Mcm2-7 recruitment events when 

ORC is phosphorylated, as MO complex is required for both events (Fig. 3, Gupta et al., 2021; 

Miller et al., 2019). 

 

Figure 8. A two-step model for closing of the first Mcm2-7 ring. We propose that Cdt1 

release allows Mcm2-7 to access both the open and closed states but there is no intrinsic 

means for the Mcm2-7 ring to stably close. Instead, we propose that formation of the MO 

complex is required to stabilizes the closed state. 

How might MO formation be inhibited by ORC phosphorylation? It is possible that 

phosphorylation interferes with subunit contacts required for MO formation. Consistent with this 

model, the Orc2 and Orc6 subunits are at or close to the ORC-Mcm2-7 interface in the MO 

complex. We note, however, that the sites of Orc2 and Orc6 CDK phosphorylation are not 

resolved in the MO structure (presumably because they are unstructured regions, Miller et al., 
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2019), making it difficult to determine whether phosphorylation directly interferes with the ORC-

Mcm2-7 contacts. Alternatively, it is possible that phosphorylation leads to novel interactions 

that are incompatible with MO complex formation. This possibility is supported by recent 

structural studies showing that the N-terminal domain of phosphorylated Orc6 forms a new 

interaction with Orc1 and Cdc6 (Schmidt et al., 2022). We note, however, that this specific 

interaction would not be relevant to MO formation because Cdc6 is released from the DNA well 

before the time of MO formation (Gupta et al., 2021). Nevertheless, it is possible that there are 

other novel interactions that occur when ORC is phosphorylated that interfere with forming the 

MO complex. 

ORC phosphorylation decreases the rate of OCCM formation and the frequency of 

productive Mcm2-7-Cdt1 recruitment events 

Although ORC phosphorylation inhibits stable Mcm2-7 ring closing and MO complex formation 

completely, we also observed phosphorylation-dependent reduction in the rate of OCCM 

formation (Fig. 2) and decrease in productive Cdt1-release events (Fig. 5). The phosphorylation-

dependent formation of a new complex between phosOrc6 and the Orc1-Cdc6 interface 

(Schmidt et al., 2022) is a strong candidate to influence both events. This interaction interferes 

with Mcm7 binding to the ORC-Cdc6 bound to DNA and could reduce the rate of successful 

Mcm2-7-Cdt1 recruitment to form the OCCM. Similarly, once the OCCM is formed, it is possible 

that residual interactions of phosOrc6 with this region could increase the fraction of Mcm2-7-

Cdt1 recruitment events in which both proteins are released simultaneously. Given the 

continued formation of OCCM in the presence of phosORC, the interaction of phosOrc6 with the 

Orc1-Cdc6 interface is likely to be either transient or frequently outcompeted by Mcm2-7-Cdt1. 

In addition to this phosphorylation-dependent interaction, CDK phosphorylation also inhibits an 

interaction between Orc6 and Cdt1 (Chen and Bell, 2011). This interaction has been observed 

by direct association assays (Chen and Bell, 2011) and cross-linking studies in the context of 

the OCCM (Yuan et al., 2017). Interference with this interaction could influence the type of Cdt1 

release events that occur, and thereby altering the fraction of Mcm2-7-Cdt1 recruitment events 

that follow the productive pathway.  

Although neither the reduced rate of OCCM formation or altered fraction of productive Cdt1 

release events completely prevents helicase loading, their effects could be significant in vitro 

and in vivo. Although we did not detect any MO formation in our in vitro studies, by reducing the 

number of stably associated 1st Mcm2-7 complexes, these effects would further reduce the 
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potential opportunities for MO formation. In vivo, slower OCCM formation could enhance 

inhibition of helicase loading at the beginning of S-phase by giving phosphorylated Cdc6 and 

Mcm2-7 more time to be degraded (Cdc6) or removed from the nucleus (Mcm2-7). Similarly, 

increasing the fraction of non-productive Mcm2-7-Cdt1 recruitment events would provide 

additional opportunities for CDK-phosphorylation-dependent Mcm2-7 nuclear export (only non-

DNA-bound Mcm2-7 is subject to this regulation).  

 
Orc2 and Orc6 phosphorylation impact helicase loading differently  

Phosphorylation of Orc2 and Orc6 do not have the same impact on helicase loading. Only Orc6 

phosphorylation independently alters the fraction of OCCM complexes that take the non-

productive Cdt1-release pathway (Fig. 5D). Although eliminating Orc2 phosphorylation on its 

own has no effect on this pathway choice, elimination of both Orc2 and Orc6 phosphorylation 

has a stronger effect than eliminating Orc6 phosphorylation alone. This finding suggests that 

Orc2 phosphorylation enhances the impact of Orc6 phosphorylation on the pathway of Cdt1 

release. In contrast, we observe that phosphorylation of Orc2 or Orc6 alone results in strong 

effects on Mcm2-7 ring closing and MO formation that are similar to that seen with fully 

phosphorylated ORC (Fig. 7D and Supp. Fig. 6). Consistent with this observation, in vivo 

studies show that elimination of both Orc2 and Orc6 phosphorylation sites is necessary to 

observe substantial re-replication of the genome (Chen and Bell, 2011).  

Implications for Mcm2-7 ring closing.  

In addition to providing insights into the control of helicase loading by ORC phosphorylation, our 

studies have important implications for the mechanism of uninhibited helicase loading. Our 

finding that Cdt1 release does not intrinsically lead to Mcm2-7 ring closing when ORC is 

phosphorylated suggests that the same is likely to be true in the absence of phosphorylation. 

We propose that stable closing of the first Mcm2-7 is a two-step process (Fig. 8). First, release 

of Cdt1 (stimulated by Mcm2-7 ATP hydrolysis, Ticau et al., 2017) allows Mcm2-7 to access the 

closed ring state. Our findings indicate that there is no Mcm2-7-intrinsic ‘clasp’ that holds the 

ring closed. Instead, Mcm2-7 accesses both the open and closed states after Cdt1 release (Fig. 

6 and Supp. Fig. 5). The second step in stable closing of the first Mcm2-7 ring is MO complex 

formation which maintains the first Mcm2-7 in a closed state.  
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Our model further suggests that anytime an Mcm2-7 ring is stably closed, it requires other 

proteins to hold it in that state. This leads to that question of what performs this function after 

the MO complex dissolves. The MO complex is present when second Mcm2-7 arrives but is lost 

shortly thereafter. The time of MO loss correlates with the time of initial formation of double-

hexamer interactions (Gupta et al., 2021). We propose that the MO complex holds the first 

Mcm2-7 ring closed until the second Mcm2-7 arrives at which point interactions between the two 

Mcm2-7 complexes keep the first Mcm2-7 ring closed. Because the first Mcm2-7 ring does not 

reopen at any time after its initial closure (Ticau et al., 2017), it is likely that interactions between 

the two Mcm2-7s stabilize the closed state of the first Mcm2-7 and displace the MO interactions.  

Notably, the interactions between the Mcm2-7s after MO displacement do not immediately lead 

to closing of the second Mcm2-7 ring (Fig. 1A, steps 8-10). This event only occurs when the 

Cdt1 associated with the second Mcm2-7 is released (Ticau et al., 2017). Nevertheless, we 

propose that Cdt1 release allows the second Mcm2-7 to access the closed-ring state and 

reciprocal interactions between the first Mcm2-7 and the gate of the second Mcm2-7 stabilize 

the closed state. 

Such a model has the appeal that the MO complex would only dissolve once the second Mcm2-

7 is present to maintain the closed state. Then the first Mcm2-7 ring would rapidly stabilize the 

closed ring of the second Mcm2-7 as soon as the release of Cdt1 allowed this state to be 

accessed. Consistent with the idea that the Mcm2-7 ring will not remain closed on its own, other 

proteins are observed to hold the Mcm2-7 ring closed at later stages of replication. Cdc45 and 

GINS form a bridge that holds the Mcm2-7 gate closed in the context of the active CMG 

helicase (Costa et al., 2014). This raises the interesting possibility that separation of the two 

helicases in the double hexamer during helicase activation allows reopening of the Mcm2-7 

rings to allow ssDNA extrusion from the ring before Cdc45-GINS binding captures the closed-

ring state. Further studies examining the relative time of separation of the two helicases, ssDNA 

extrusion, and Cdc45-GINS binding to the Mcm2-5 gate will be required to test this hypothesis. 
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Material and Methods 

 

Protein purification and fluorescent labeling 

Wild-type ORC was purified as previously described from the yeast strain ySDORC that 

expresses codon-optimized versions of the six ORC genes (Frigola et al., 2013). Unlabeled 

ORC with alanine substitutions at Orc2 (orc2-6A, alanine substitutions for S or T) or Orc6 (orc6-

4A) CDK phosphorylation sites (Chen and Bell, 2011) were purified from the following strains: 6-

phosORC, yAA01; 2-phosORC, yAA02; and no-phosORC, yAA03. Fluorescently-labeled ORC 

was purified from the following strains: ORC6C-549, ySG039; 6-phosORC6C-549, ySG060; and 

2-phosORC6C-549, ySG061. Wild-type unlabeled Cdc6 was purified from BL21-DE3-Rosetta 

bacteria transformed with the plasmid pSKM033 and Cdc6SORT-549 was purified from the same 

bacteria transformed with pET-GSS-Cdc6. Mcm2-7 was purified from one of three strains 

depending on how it was fluorescently labeled: Mcm2-74SNAPDY649/Cdt1SORT549 and Mcm2-74SNAP-

DY649-Cdt1 were purified from yST166; Mcm2-74SORTDY649 and Mcm2-74SORTJF646 were purified 

from yST180, Mcm2-725FRET (with Mcm2CLIP and Mcm5SNAP, which form a FRET pair at the 

Mcm2-5 gate when donor/acceptor FRET dyes are used) was purified from yST229; and Mcm2-

73N-650 was purified from ySG024. Cdt1SORT without Mcm2-7 was purified from yST103. Clb5-

Cdk1 was purified from ySK119 and Sic1 was purified from BL21-DE3-Rosetta bacteria 

transformed with the plasmid pGEX-Sic1 (Heller et al., 2011). The yeast strains used, and their 

genotypes are listed in Supp. Table 2 and expression plasmids used are listed in Supp. Table 3. 

 

Unlabeled ORC mutants were purified as described in (Tsakraklides and Bell, 2010) with the 

following modifications: following the Flag-antibody-coupled column (Sigma), the elutions 

containing ORC (typically 2-5) were pooled and incubated with 40 µl of equilibrated Anti-V5-

antibody-coupled Agarose Affinity Gel (Sigma) for 30 min at 4°C with rotation, then the Anti-V5 

Agarose beads were removed by spinning and pelleting according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. The resulting supernatant was transferred to a new tube and incubated with 

another 40 µl of equilibrated Anti-V5 Agarose overnight (12h) at 4°C with rotation. The Anti-V5 

Agarose was removed as before and ORC purification was continued using a SPHP column 

(Cytiva). ORC mutants were purified as described in (Gupta et al., 2021) with the same 

modifications described above following the calmodulin-binding peptide affinity column.  

 

Clb5-Cdk1 was purified as described in (Looke et al., 2017). Cdc6 and Cdc6SORT-549 were 

purified as described (Mehanna and Diffley, 2012; Ticau et al., 2015). Sic1 was purified as 
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described (Heller et al., 2011) but with 1 mM IPTG for induction, 200 mM KCl in all buffers, and 

20 mM Glutathione (pH 8) for elution.  

  

Fluorescently labeled Mcm2-74SORTDY649/Cdt1 (Fig. 4), Mcm2-74SORTJF646/Cdt1SORT549 (Fig. 5), 

Cdc6SORTDY549, and Cdt1SORTDY549 (Fig. 5) were purified and labeled using an N-terminal sortase 

reaction as previously described (Ticau et al., 2015). Mcm2-725FRET was purified and labeled as 

previously described (Ticau et al., 2017). Fluorescently-labeled ORC6C-549, 6-phosORC6C-549, and 

2-phosORC6C-549 were purified and labeled using a C-terminal sortase reaction as described in 

(Gupta et al., 2021). Bovine serum albumin was added to a final concentration of 1 mg/ml to all 

fluorescent proteins before aliquoting and flash freezing to improve long-term stability.  

 

In vitro phosphorylation of ORC 

1 mM ATP and 1 mM MgOAc was added to ORC protein aliquots and then each aliquot was 

then divided in half. Purified Clb5-Cdk1 CDK was added to a concentration of 400 nM to one of 

the two tubes. Both tubes were incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes. After 20 min, 

purified GST-Sic1, a potent B-type CDK inhibitor in budding yeast (Schwob et al., 1994), was 

added to a concentration of 800 nM to both samples and incubated at room temperature for 5 

min to inhibit Clb5-Cdk1 and prevent it from phosphorylating Mcm2-7 and Cdc6 when ORC is 

added to the full reaction. The two ORC samples were then placed on ice until they were added 

to the reaction.  

 

Western blot confirmation of ORC phospho-site mutants 

Both unphosphorylated and phosphorylated (as above) samples of each purified ORC mutant 

protein were run on an 8% polyacrylamide gel. Phosphorylation dependent band-shifts were 

then visualized by western blot using custom mouse anti-Orc2 and anti-Orc6 monoclonal 

antibodies (anti-ORC2, SB46; anti-ORC6, SB49) 

 

Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy  

The micromirror total internal reflection microscope used for these studies (excitation 

wavelengths 488, 532, and 633 nm; autofocus wavelength 785 nM) is described in (Friedman et 

al., 2006; Friedman and Gelles, 2015). Single molecule helicase loading reactions were 

performed as previously described in Ticau et al., 2015 but with the addition of triplet state 

quenchers to further minimize photobleaching (Friedman et al., 2006; Hoskins et al., 2011). The 

high-salt wash at the end of experiments was left in the slide chamber for 1 min and was then 
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followed by a low salt wash consisting of reaction buffer, triplet state quenchers and oxygen 

scavengers before imaging the remaining loaded helicases. Slides and coverslips were 

prepared as previously described (Ticau et al., 2015) with the following changes. The two types 

of PEG were applied at different concentrations: mPEG-silane-2000 (from Creative PEGWorks) 

was used at a 50 mg/mL concentration, and biotin-mPEG-silane-3400 (Laysan Bio) was used at 

0.1 mg/ml (500:1 weight ratio). Before flowing streptavidin and DNA into the chamber (to 

attached DNA to the surface), streptavidin-coated broadly-fluorescent beads (0.04 µm, 

Invitrogen TransFluoSpheres) were added (at a dilution of 1:200,000- 1:400,000 into 10mM 

Tris-HCL, pH 8, 0.5mM BSA, 1% NP-40) and incubated until there were 2-5 beads per 65 µM  

diameter field of view. These beads served as fiducial markers for thermal drift correction during 

image analysis. We identified DNA molecule locations (before addition of helicase-loading 

proteins) by acquiring 5 images with a 488 nm excitation, and fluorescent impurity locations by 

acquiring 10-30 images with simultaneous 532 nm and 633 nm excitation). Any “DNA” locations 

that co-localized with impurity fluorescence were omitted from analysis.  

Helicase loading reactions with labeled Mcm2-7, labeled Cdt1, labeled and unlabeled 

ORC, and unlabeled Cdc6 or doubly-labeled Mcm2-725FRET contained 2.5 nM ORC, 10 nM 

Cdc6, and 2.5 nM Mcm2-7-Cdt1. Fluorescent Cdc6 was spun at 200,000 × g for 20 min before 

use to pellet aggregates.  

 

Mcm2-5 gate FRET assays 

FRET experiments were performed as described (Ticau et al., 2017) but with the 

following modification: After addition of the helicase loading proteins to the chamber, we initially 

acquired sequential 1 s duration images of 488 nm, 532 nm, and 633 nm excitation repeated 4 -

10 times. For the remainder of the reaction, image acquisition was switched to alternating 

between green and red excitation for 600 frames of each color (including a ~0.3 s time interval 

between frames). Reactions were typically monitored for ~26 min. The initial 4-10 green frames 

were then prepended to the subsequent 600 green frames, and the same was done for initial 

and subsequent red-excited frames.   

 

Single-molecule data analysis 

Single-molecule videos were converted into numerical tables of fluorescent protein-DNA 

colocalization times using custom software and algorithms for automatic spot detection as 

described previously (Friedman and Gelles, 2015; Ticau et al., 2015) and available here: 

https://github.com/gelles-brandeis/CoSMoS_Analysis). The automatic spot detection results 
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were checked, and manually corrected when necessary. The resulting tables of protein-DNA 

binding events were used to determine time-to-first binding kinetics (described below), the 

survival curves shown in Fig. 4, 5, 6, and the Cdt1-release fraction bar graph in Fig. 6, and to 

select the intervals where both dyes in the FRET-pair were present in Fig. 6, (codes provided 

link/site). Identification of 2nd Mcm2-7 binding (Fig. 3, Fig 6) was done manually.  

 

Time-to-first-binding analysis 

Mcm2-7 time to first binding curves were plotted and fit to a model that is the sum of exponential 

specific binding and exponential non- specific background binding as described in (Friedman 

and Gelles, 2015). The rate of background binding was determined by monitoring Mcm2-7 

binding at locations that did not contain a DNA molecule and were >5 pixels away from any 

DNA molecule (1000 such non-DNA locations evenly selected throughout the field of view were 

evaluated). Fitting the time to first binding data at the non-DNA locations yielded an association 

rate constant for non-specific binding of Mcm2-7 to the surface of the slide, kn,s. Fitting the 

Mcm2-7 binding at DNA locations yielded the apparent first-order association rate constant, ka, 

and the fraction of DNAs that were active (i.e., capable of binding Mcm2-7), Af.   

 

Mcm2-7 ring-closing FRET data analysis 

Mcm2-725FRET experiments were analyzed as described previously (Ticau et al 2017) with the 

following modifications. Donor and acceptor fluorescence intensity recorded during donor 

excitation were background corrected by sampling and smoothing the intensity of the area 

surrounding around each DNA. Automated spot detection was used to determine time-intervals 

on individual DNA molecules where an Mcm2-7 containing both Mcm2-donor (DY549) and 

Mcm5-acceptor (Dy649) was present; the first and last frame from each spot were discarded. 

These intervals were then manually checked for 2nd Mcm2-7 arrival and the apparent EFRET was 

calculated only during the period before the 2nd Mcm2-7 arrived. For scoring ring-closing, an 

Mcm2-7 ring was considered closed if the EFRET signal was >0.3 for 2 or more frames.  

 

Two-dimensional EFRET heat maps 

“The arrival of each 1st Mcm2-725FRET molecule was set as time zero. All events were then 

plotted as a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel histogram with bandwidths of 5 s on the time axis 

and 0.05 on the EFRET axes, and were normalized so that the probability density in each 2.7 s 

time slice integrated to one” (Champasa et al., 2019; Ticau et al., 2017). 
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Fitting one-dimensional histograms of EFRET data. 

The EFRET data for Mcm2-7 ring-closing in the presence of unphosphorylated or phosphorylated 

ORC was selected from three time intervals after 1st Mcm2-7 arrival: 0 – 15 s, 15 – 50 s, and 50 

-100 s. EFRET values from 0.1-0.7 (which constitute >99% of observations, for unphosORC, and 

>97% for phosORC) from each interval were independently fit to the two-component Gaussian 

mixture probability density function 

1

√2𝜋
{
𝑃low
𝜎low

exp [−
(𝐸FRET − 𝜇low)

2

2𝜎low2
] +

(1 − 𝑃low)

𝜎high
exp [−

(𝐸FRET − 𝜇high)
2

2𝜎high2
]} 

where Plow is the fractional amplitude of the low EFRET component, µlow < µhigh are the mean EFRET 

values of the low and high components, and σlow, σhigh are the standard deviations of the low 

and high EFRET components. Standard errors of the fit parameters were computed by 

bootstrapping (1,000 samples).  

 

MO formation single-molecule FRET assays 

MO FRET assays were performed as described (Gupta et al., 2021). The MO complex was 

considered to be formed if the calculated EFRET was greater than 0.5 for two consecutive frames. 
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Data Availability 

Source data for the single-molecule experiments is provided as Matlab "intervals" files that can 

be read and manipulated by the program imscroll, available at https://github.com/gelles-

brandeis/CoSMoS_Analysis). The source data are archived at: 10.5281/zenodo.7455772. 
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